WHILE the last Oklahoma Legislature was turning down the plea of the University Board of Regents for a building program with PWA assistance, many other states went ahead with plans to improve their colleges and universities with federal aid. The pictures above show buildings included in a two-year, $5,000,000 building program started at Pennsylvania State College in February of this year. The PWA is assisting.

The situation in Oklahoma is in sharp contrast. The University received $250,000 for a Business Administration Building in 1935-36, and was able to get enough PWA aid to build one wing of a Biological Science Building, but for the previous ten years the state had provided no building funds for O.U. in spite of the fact that enrolment was increasing more than a third.

Just last month the Federal Government moved toward a new PWA program. It remains to be seen whether the Oklahoma Legislature will follow the example of other states and take advantage of this means of providing the buildings that are badly needed at the University.